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QUESTION 1

What can be used to determine memory resources needed by a query? 

A. Generate an EXPLAIN plan on the query. 

B. Review the digraph of the query. 

C. PROFILE the query. 

D. Run the query and view the information in the results. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

How does Vertica implement high availability in a clustered environment? 

A. full replicas of fact tables and segmented dimension tables 

B. full replicas of all data on all nodes 

C. built-in redundancy of data 

D. continuous mirroring of data 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a buddy projection? 

A. a projection that contains the same columns and has the same segmentation as the original projection, using
different node ordering, stored in different files on the same node as the original 

B. a projection that contains a subset of rows from the original projection, stored in different files on a neighboring node
of the original 

C. a projection that contains the same columns and has the same segmentation as the original projection, using
different node ordering, stored in different files on a different node than the original 

D. a projection that contains a subset of rows from the original projection, stored in different files on the same node as
the original 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference:http://vertica-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=7andt=441 

 

QUESTION 4
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What does an event-based window do? 

A. enables analysis of two series of data when their measurement intervals do not align precisely 

B. evaluates the values of a given set of variables and groups those values into a window 

C. enables identification of a sequence of defined events 

D. increments a counter based on whether an expression evaluates as true 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the standard clauses in an analytics query? 

A. It includes a PARTITION clause, with required over_clause, order_clause, and frame_clause. 

B. It includes an OVER clause, with required partition_clause, order_clause, and frame_clause 

C. It includes an OVER clause, with optional partition_clause, order_clause, and frame_clause. 

D. It includes a PARTITION clause, with optional over_clause, order_clause, and frame clause. 

Correct Answer: B 
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